JOURNAL OF THE COURT OF CASSATION (JCoC)
EDITORIAL PRINCIPLES
1. Published since 1975, the Journal of the Court of Cassation
(JCoC) is a quarterly “peer-reviewed” periodical issued in January,
April, July and October.
2. JCoC includes peer-reviewed and non-peer-reviewed articles.
Manuscripts designated for publication through peer-review shall be
indicated as such in the Journal. The Editorial Board shall decide
whether a non-peer-reviewed article will be published or not.
3. JCoC’s purpose is to publish scientific works on law.
4. Manuscripts must be original, not have been published or
submitted for publication elsewhere.
5. Author(s) shall have all liabilities arising from the published
article.
6. The manuscript shall be typed in Microsoft Word software.
7. The manuscript must not be too short for a scientific study or
too long to exceed the limits of the article format.
8. While JCoC’s publication language is essentially Turkish, it
shall accommodate articles in foreign languages as well. The article,
whether in Turkish or in any foreign language, must have a “title” not
exceeding 13 words, an “abstract” of 150 to 350 words, and 5 to 8
“keywords”. The title, abstract and keywords of the article shall be
included in the manuscript in Turkish and English together. Such
information shall be inserted in the beginning of the article in the said
order, and submitted in Turkish or in English along with the
manuscript by the author(s).
9. The author must indicate his/her full name, title, affiliated
organization, contact address and telephone, and absolutely, e-mail
address in the top cover page added to the beginning of the
manuscript. The manuscript shall be submitted in two copies each in
A4 size paper, one having the cover page with author information, the
other with no author information. The manuscript shall be typed in
normal style, justified, Times New Roman 12 font size with 1.5 line

spacing in the main text, and 10 font size, single spaced in the
footnotes; page margins 2,5 cm all around. Bold font should not be
used except in the title and subtitles.
10. Footnotes shall be placed at page bottom, and marking
numbers inserted after punctuation marks in the text. When providing
references in the footnote, only the initial letters of the author’s last
name and given names shall be capitalized. Where a book is
referenced, the referencing shall include the title, place of print, year
of print and referred page of the book in the order herein. Where an
article is referenced, the title of the article shall be quoted in doublequotation marks. However, it is not necessary to include the place of
print and the date of the work in which the article appeared. Where the
reference source is from the Internet, the following information shall
be furnished in the following order: last name and given names of the
author, article title, Journal title and issue, date of access and website
address. All citations shall mention the author’s last name.
Example of book reference: Yılmaz,
Muhakemeleri Kanunu Şerhi, Ankara 2012, p.28.

Ejder:

Hukuk

Example of article reference: Demir, Mehmet: “Hâkime
Hukuki Sorumluluğu Nedeniyle Açılan Tazminat Davası”,
(AÜEHFD, Vol VII, No 2003/3-4, p.805-861), p.826.
Example of Internet reference: Albayrak, Hakan: Tasarrufun
İptali Davalarında Yargıtay Tarafından Kabul Edilen Özel Dava
Şartları, Ankara Üniversitesi Hukuk Fakültesi Dergisi, No 2015/4(64),
accessed on 11.03.2016 at http://dergiler.ankara.edu.tr/dergiler/38/
2071/21478.pdf.
Example of citation: Yılmaz,
11. The manuscript should have a “references section” at the
end. It is organized with respect to the alphabetical order of “author’s
surname, first name”.
For example: Yılmaz, Ejder: Hukuk Muhakemeleri Kanunu
Şerhi, Ankara 2012.
Demir, Mehmet: “Hâkime Hukuki Sorumluluğu Nedeniyle Açılan
Tazminat Davası”, (AÜEHFD, Vol VII, No 2003/3-4, p.805-861).

12. “Contents” and “narrative plan” are not included in the
article.
13. The “Abbreviations Chart” should be placed at the end of
the text.
14. The manuscript submitted for publication shall be
communicated by e-mail to: dergi@yargitay.gov.tr
15. It shall be assumed that the manuscripts submitted by
authors to the Journal have been checked and submitted “for print as
is”. Manuscripts that are identified as non-conforming to the scientific
criteria and having more spelling errors than usual shall be returned by
the Editorial Board. Where the manuscript fails to comply with the
editorial principles of the Journal of the Court of Cassation, it shall be
rejected. Rejected manuscripts shall not be returned to the author.
16. Pursuant to the “double blind peer review” system; the copy of
the manuscript without the cover page shall be communicated to the
reviewers. No information on reviewers shall be furnished to the author.
Where the reviewers do not approve the manuscript for publication, this
shall be notified to the author. Where the reviewers’ report calls for major
revision(s), such report shall be communicated to the author without
indicating the identity of reviewers. The author may make changes only
in the context of the requested corrections. The manuscript shall be
published provided that such corrections be accepted, inserted by the
author and approved by the reviewers. Where the reviewers’ report is
negative, no further review shall be undertaken.
17. Authors and reviewers shall be paid copyright fees and
reviewing fees respectively on the basis of the “Regulation on
Copyright and Processing Fees Payable by Public Entities” published
in the Official Gazette of 23 January 2007 issue 26412. Where the
manuscripts are accepted for publication, all publication rights shall be
owned by the Journal of the Court of Cassation including full-text
publication in electronic media. Authors shall be considered to have
transferred their copyright to the Journal. No further royalties shall be
paid for electronic publication.

18. Three copies of the Journal that contains the published
article shall be sent to the author, and one each to the reviewers.
19. The Journal includes translated works, book and decision
reviews, informative notes on legislative reviews as well. Such works
shall not be directed to reviewers; they will be published by a decision
of the Editorial Board.
20. The manuscript requires approval by at least two reviewers
for publication; where the reviewers’ reports fail to concur, the
approval of the Editorial Board shall be required upon the Editor’s
opinion or after obtaining a third reviewer’s report.
21. Manuscripts shall be recorded and numbered in the order of
receipt.
22. Authors who submit manuscripts to the Journal for
publication shall be deemed to have agreed to the editorial principles
herein.

